When we think about our public power communities, there is one word that always springs to mind first. Community. From the small towns to growing cities across the state, public power communities share a deep commitment to improving the quality of life for our residents. We often do that by working together and learning from the success of our fellow public power communities.

The value of public power begins with community. As local power providers, we are singularly focused on serving our community. Our neighbors are our customers. And all of us — from lineworkers and customer service representatives to city managers and council members — work hard to provide safe, reliable power that keeps our communities shining bright.

Our annual report puts a spotlight on how our members are improving their communities. These stories tie back to the five strategic priorities embraced by ElectriCities and its members.

You will see how Wilson’s grid modernization efforts are moving it toward its goal of becoming a smart city. Learn how Morganton is successfully reducing its power costs and how Dallas is leveraging new technologies to communicate the value of public power.

You can also read about how a new SCADA system is helping Granite Falls continuously improve its operations, and how Smithfield is partnering with others to help introduce high school seniors to job opportunities in public power.

We are proud to celebrate the successes of these communities — and all public power communities — who strive each day to improve their cities and towns through the value of public power.
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After spending nearly three decades in the Town of Dallas’ electric department, Doug Huffman is a firm believer in the value of public power. “As a public power community, we can manage our whole system for the benefit of our community,” Huffman says. “We’ve been able to retain employees who have knowledge of the entire grid. They can be at any switchpoint in our system within five minutes, and we have incredible restoration times because of that.”

Huffman’s story dates back to 1991, when he left his job as an electrical contractor for a full-time lineworker position in Dallas. He took a pay cut in exchange for the security, benefits, and growth opportunities that came with the move to Dallas, a rural Southern community located twenty miles west of Charlotte.

Now, 28 years later, Huffman runs the department and takes tremendous pride in providing impeccable service to the town’s 3,600 customers. He credits ElectriCities for helping connect a small community like Dallas to North Carolina’s public power family and helping it grow by introducing the town to new ideas and opportunities.

“The electric department includes 13 employees who are likely to greet residents by name with a friendly smile. Collectively, they have more than a century of experience — but continue looking for new ways to add value. One example: the introduction of the Nixle messaging system that enables the town to immediately communicate with customers about power outages, special events, road closings, and other important items.

“We can send a message into people’s homes in the middle of the night to tell them why the power is off and provide restoration updates,” Huffman says. “It helps get the word out to everybody at once.”

He later adds, “I don’t mean to brag, but we don’t need to use it too often.” The Nixle technology sends notifications by email or text message. Huffman says it’s an easy-to-use solution, especially for an older population that hasn’t fully embraced social media. And it’s proven wildly popular — the number of subscribers has steadily grown to nearly 1,000 residents.

We’ve been able to retain employees who have knowledge of the entire grid. They can be at any switchpoint in our system within five minutes, and we have incredible restoration times because of that.

— DOUG HUFFMAN
Electrical Director, Town of Dallas

Our Support

ElectriCities provides communications support and resources to help members spread the word about the value of public power, including materials to celebrate Public Power Week, social media campaigns, and a variety of promotional materials. It also consults with members as they develop their own events and campaigns to highlight the benefits of public power.
ed Credle, the Public Utilities Director in Smithfield, understands the importance of assembling a strong team to serve local residents. He knows you need talented and dedicated employees who bring a friendly attitude and passion for service to the job — and just how hard it can be to find them. With an impending wave of retirements that will soon affect public power communities across the nation, Credle knew he wouldn't be able to solve this challenge overnight. To prepare, he first turned his attention to the widely projected shortage of experienced lineworkers. Smithfield joined forces with its neighbors in Benson, Clayton, and Selma to establish the Johnston County Lineworkers Academy, a program launched in 2018 to train high school seniors for a career in public power. The academy provides a combination of classroom training and internship experience, followed by a six-month course at Nash Community College to complete their lineworker training. The program has already generated considerable interest — both from high school students and other public power communities who want to replicate the academy.

“Smithfield joined forces with its neighbors in Benson, Clayton, and Selma to establish the Johnston County Lineworkers Academy, a program launched in 2018 to train high school seniors for a career in public power. The academy provides a combination of classroom training and internship experience, followed by a six-month course at Nash Community College to complete their lineworker training. The program has already generated considerable interest — both from high school students and other public power communities who want to replicate the academy.”
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“We needed to begin developing a pipeline to replace workers who might leave,” Credle says. “These students can graduate high school in June, complete their training in December and immediately start earning a good salary as a lineworker.”

“Our workforce is changing. Employees with decades of public power experience are retiring in record numbers, and a new generation of utility workers must be recruited and trained. Providing competitive compensation and a clear career path are critical to attracting, developing, and retaining outstanding employees.”

Our workforce is changing. Employees with decades of public power experience are retiring in record numbers, and a new generation of utility workers must be recruited and trained. Providing competitive compensation and a clear career path are critical to attracting, developing, and retaining outstanding employees.

ElectriCities works with NC Public Power communities to establish career development programs and provide assistance with compensation studies. A host of training programs are available through ElectriCities, including safety training, leadership training, and lineworker training programs. In addition, ElectriCities directs energies to students and working in partnership with other utilities to address workforce challenges.

“ElectriCities works with NC Public Power communities to establish career development programs and provide assistance with compensation studies. A host of training programs are available through ElectriCities, including safety training, leadership training, and lineworker training programs. In addition, ElectriCities directs energies to students and working in partnership with other utilities to address workforce challenges.”
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The first use of electricity in Caldwell County happened in Granite Falls on December 5, 1888. Dignitaries in Granite Falls threw the switch less than ten years after Thomas Edison invented the first incandescent electric light bulb. Thus, Granite Falls led the way into the future for this area! It would be 17 years later before another part of Caldwell County would have electricity.

The Town of Granite Falls is a small community in western North Carolina, best known as the hometown of country music superstar Eric Church and for the sparkling waters splashing over the large granite boulders along Gunpowder Creek. The town is also well known for the friendliness of its citizens and their great sense of community pride.

Electric Director Rick Sisk readily admits that Granite Falls hasn’t always been on the cutting edge when it comes to technology. With the full support from Mayor Barry Hayes, the Town Council, and Town Manager Jerry Church, things are beginning to change under Sisk’s leadership. Gone is an out-dated, 30-year-old SCADA system that was “broken more than it was up and running.” The old system required the Electric Department to print maps of daily logs, tediously ride the circuits to pinpoint outages, and travel to the substation to manually take circuits offline.

Today, Granite Falls and its 2,500 electric customers are enjoying the benefits of a new, cost-effective SCADA system offered by ElectriCities. The system provides tremendous advantages for Sisk and his team by delivering real-time data that enables employees to better monitor the status of its distribution system and operate equipment remotely. “We haven’t even tapped into its full potential yet,” Sisk acknowledges, “but we’re heading in the right direction. There are a lot of additional technological advances planned in the future and we feel we are making progress each year in getting where we need to be.”

Moving forward, the town’s new SCADA system will serve as a foundation for continued improvements in its electric distribution system. Electric Department employees have also installed more than 1,000 electric meters that can be read remotely and plan to eventually deploy smart meters to all electric customers. For the Town of Granite Falls, it’s all about making incremental and continuous improvements.

ElectriCities regularly shares information about emerging issues and new technologies that can help public power communities improve their operations. In addition, ElectriCities consults with utility directors and connects public power providers to share best practices and innovative ideas.

Our Support
Developing a smart city may seem like a far-fetched dream for many communities, but the City of Wilson is determined to make it a reality. The city has spent the past several years undertaking a massive effort to install 75,000 smart meters across its electric, gas, and water utilities. When the deployment of the final 600 water meters is complete later this year, the advanced meter infrastructure will serve as an important part of the foundation for its smart-city ambitions.

Beyond the obvious advantages of smart meters — from eliminating the need for manual meter reading and enabling remote connections to pinpointing power outages and proactively identifying water leaks — smart meters provide another important benefit: mountains of data. "We're getting continuous data," says Wilson electrical engineer Daniel Mendoza, who helped spearhead the AMI installation since joining Wilson Utilities in 2017. "It's pretty cool when you can pull a meter and see everything it tells you."

One challenge Wilson faced was figuring out the best way to manage that data. After a period of trial and error, Wilson invested in building its own data management software solution. "The key is to really understand what you want from an AMI system before you start," says electrical engineer Daniel Mendoza, who helped spearhead the AMI installation since joining Wilson Utilities in 2017. "It's pretty cool when you can pull a meter and see everything it tells you."
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Residents in Morganton saw their electric rates continue to drop in 2019. A six percent decrease in 2018 was followed up with an additional three percent drop that took effect in August 2019. For the average customer, the changes will save them more than $100 a year.

Those rate decreases, city officials say, are one of the many benefits of being a public power community.

“We are able to better control our power costs because we are not beholden to any private investors or shareholders,” says Brooks Kirby, Electric Services Director. “As a public power provider, we do not work to make a profit off of our power service, and instead work only to deliver high quality power service to our customers.”

One way Morganton has worked to control its power costs is by keeping its distribution system as efficient as possible. One example: replacing oversized transformers to improve load efficiency and make the entire system more efficient. Those savings are passed along to customers.

“Our support

ElectriCities is committed to providing a stable, affordable wholesale power supply for NC Public Power communities through the North Carolina Eastern Municipal Power Agency and North Carolina Municipal Power Agency Number 1. ElectriCities provides support to members by consulting on rate issues, conducting energy audits in public power communities across the state, and educating customers about ways to improve energy efficiency.

For Morganton, the value of public power goes far beyond the ability to provide reliable service at competitive rates.

“The greatest advantage lies in having local people working in our Electric Service Department. People who know our customers, who know our community, and who are invested in our city. Our line-men know their neighbors and are committed to helping them receive the best power service possible,” Kirby says.

Morganton has worked to control its power costs by keeping its distribution system as efficient as possible. One example: replacing oversized transformers to improve load efficiency and make the entire system more efficient. Those savings are passed along to customers.
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Securing a safe, reliable, and affordable power supply is the foundation of everything we do. It enables NC Public Power providers to effectively serve our customers, attract new businesses, and power our communities.

One way Morganton has worked to control its power costs is by keeping its distribution system as efficient as possible. One example: replacing oversized transformers to improve load efficiency and make the entire system more efficient. Those savings are passed along to customers.

ElectriCities has provided invaluable information on our overall power costs and projections for the next six to 12 months,” Kirby says. “This helps us to identify how our residential and industrial customers use our power service, which will aid us in fine-tuning our rate structures once the study is completed.”

For Morganton, the value of public power goes far beyond the ability to provide reliable service at competitive rates.

“The greatest advantage lies in having local people working in our Electric Service Department. People who know our customers, who know our community, and who are invested in our city. Our line-men know their neighbors and are committed to helping them receive the best power service possible,” Kirby says.